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Junky (1996) for stereo CD.

Duration 12:13

This work, written between April and June of 1996 aspired to be ‘electroacoustic
ambient’. There are very few discernible sound sources, (some Styrofoam – then a
firm favorite amongst source sounds -, some ping-pong balls – as immortalized in
Dedans Dehors by Parmegiani). Most sources were heavily processed to form pitch
and rhythmic motives using what we now identify as a true electroacoustic cliché,
resonant filters. Sounds were processed from natural sources and mixed in the digital
studio using samplers and computers. The work falls into three main sections (A slow, B - fast, A+B) with a more detailed structure of introductions - leading to static
passages, developments and returns in each of the primary sections.
The opening minute introduces the gesture-types and the pitch centre that forms the
majority of the work. Events appear from nowhere, accelerate towards the ear and
recede into the distance. At 0'54 one such event cascades into the first real occurrence
of the drone that dominates the work and contributes towards its ‘ambient’ feel.
Gestures are developed over this drone for another minute, until the drone becomes
lighter and at 2'06 section A proper begins. The gestured material melds with the
drone through a process of convolution. A timbral analysis is made of a small section

of the drone material and is mapped onto the gestures, resulting in a hybrid that, when
cross-faded with the gestures themselves, provides a link between drone and gesture.
The passage from 3'55 to 4'34 is preparation for more aggressive material. Sweeping
drone-like gestures such as at 5'10 act as cadence points for the essentially static
experience of previous minutes, and pave the way for a downwards glissando that, at
6'15, begins the transition to section B. Throughout section B, a similar process takes
place with a continual stretching and compressing of a rhythmic device, into and out
of drone. There is a clear pitch outline and a sense of stability remains throughout. At
8'56 a falling drone heralds the return section A+B where, through pitch alignment,
both sound-types (drone and rhythm) merge, either sequentially or through mixing. A
long coda begins at 10'18.

